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WELCOME
to the community

The spirit of innovation

Fully equipped
compact models

SPORT
SPORT
LINE

Vans and slim low profiles

Welcome to
the world of Chausson
Versatile and narrow, our compact vehicles (vans and
low profiles) can take you wherever you want to go.
Whether for sports or recreational activities, they are ideal
for enjoying outstanding moments.
And “outstanding moments” rhymes with “outstanding vehicles”: a
selection of our ultra-equipped best-sellers. The best models, the best
equipment…
You too can join the #MyChausson movement

+

Visit our new site
www.chausson-motorhomes.com
chausson.campingcar
chaussonmotorhome
ChaussonCampingCar

We would like to thank #MyChausson users for their photos:
@_alfons_666, @aerial.janine, @yoyo_et_ses_4aventuriers, @mieuxroutardquejamais, @colin.magee.90, @dick.vanwolleghem,
@Flokisdiscoveries, @havelschwan.auf.reisen, @karl.bailey.182, @bugatti.laura, @dufresne.jeanclaude, @LaurenceMartarello,
@lesaventuresdecelestin, @fritsch.loick, @la_pantoufle_en_voyages, @Patricia Watterberg, @pglee54, @peter.wright.58910,
@pilatescapdantibes, @rafelagirafe, @Reppi.ch, @happyfamilyluxurycamping, @Sammy_and_jackson, @svetlay62,
@pauli_mit_chaui_on_tour, @ tim_at_sea, @Tony Millasseau, @Travelmonkeys47055, @van_life_torini, @7047GA,
@havelschwan.auf.reisen, @dayslikethisphoto, @havelschwan.auf.reisen.
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Design and layout: jourj.buzz
Pictures: Ronan Kerloch, Sébastien Sassoulas,
Benjamin Cellier, Olivier Devise
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For the French market
only

Chausson is a
subsidiary of the
Trigano Group: Europe’s
number one in
recreational vehicles.

HERTZ, the world’s
leading rental company
has chosen Chausson...
Solid proof of our
reliability!

All technical characteristics (texts and
photos) valid at the time of printing (august
2022) are provided by Chausson for
general guidance. They may be subject to
modification, often because of technical
progress.
Where there are multilingual versions, the
French text is the binding version.
Non-contractual document.
Since Chausson is committed to the
environment, this publication has been
printed on PEFC paper from sustainably
managed forests.
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THREE GOOD REASONS
TO CHOOSE SPORT LINE

04

SELECTION GUIDE
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THE COMPACTS
VANS
The ultra-compacts

BEDS:

06

ADVANTAGES:

Good handling
Modular
Compact
2to5

LOW PROFILES
Size similar to the van

BEDS:

12

ADVANTAGES:

Insulation
Comfort
Compact
2 to 3

LOW PROFILES

Find these at the back of
the catalogue
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THREE GOOD REASONS
TO CHOOSE SPORT LINE
1 AN EXCLUSIVE LOOK
Interior & exterior
VANS

2

LOW PROFILES

PREMIUM INSULATION
VANS

LOW PROFILES
A unique design
provides better insulation,
greater resistance,
and improved protection

VPS insulation
for a high sound
and thermal
insulating power
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 NPRECEDENTED ULTRA-EQUIPMENT
U
AS STANDARD
Automatic gear box
Alloy wheels
Exterior awning
Solar panel
Manual cab air conditioning
Driver and passenger airbag
Electric de-icing rearview mirrors
Flyscreen door
Panoramic skylight

Full details in the

TECHNICAL BROCHURE

Cab seat covers with matching cushions
Heating using vehicle fuel used while on the road.
Etc.

+
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Visit our new site
www.chausson-motorhomes.com
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SELECTION GUIDE

A COMPACT VEHICLE TO SUIT EVERY TASTE
Find yours inside!

VANS

ADVANTAGES

LOW PROFILES

Perfect for going where you want,
when you want, including in your
everyday life.

The
Low profile is narrower,
shorter and cheaper than
a classic Low profile.

Good handling
Modular
Compact

Insulation
Comfort
Compact

2 to 5

2 to 3

A couple or a family

A couple

BEDS

PERFECT FOR

SPORT
LINE

SPORT
LINE

FINISHES
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Discover
our VANS in video
www.chausson-motorhomes.com

AVAILABLE

IN SPRING

2023

VANS

The ultra-compacts

BEDS:

ADVANTAGES :

PERFECT FOR:

Good handling
Modular
Compact

A couple
or a family

2 to 5

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR…

CHOOSE…

V594

A grand classic
5,99 m

A huge thank you to our
customers who share
their adventures!

"

5,99 m

My best anecdote?

Being in the Yorkshire Dales
(England) on a small country
road and meeting another
Chausson coming the other way
and having to pull both mirrors
in to squeeze past each other.
Karl B.

Join the Chausson
adventure too!
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V594 MAX

A family model

V690

A garage area
6,36 m

Collection 2023

Fully equipped
compact models
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Panoramic skylight

Exterior awning

Solar panel
140 HP

Automatic gear box

Alloy wheels

V594

. Flyscreen door
. Wraparound cab blinds

Full details in the

TECHNICAL BROCHURE
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VANS

V594

V594

MAXI CAB: Take advantage of maximum room and a ceiling height that
stays the same all along the length of your Chausson van.
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V594 MAX

Large sliding kitchen drawers
Bathroom with window and folding
partition

+

Visit our new site
www.chausson-motorhomes.com

Pop up roof (optional), bed dimensions: 130 x 200 cm

200 cm
130 cm
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VANS

V594 MAX

Modular rear beds

+

Visit our new site
www.chausson-motorhomes.com

Full details in the

TECHNICAL BROCHURE
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V690

DURING THE DAYTIME
The storage space is functional: Resistant
covering, stowage hooks, etc.

AT NIGHT-TIME
In its low position, the size of the bed is
incredibly generous (up to 190 x 190cm).
In its intermediate position, the bed also
serves to create the garage.

V594
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our

Discover
LOW PROFILES in video

www.chausson-motorhomes.com

LOW PROFILES

As narrow as a van, lower
than a classic low profile

BEDS:

ADVANTAGES:

PERFECT FOR:

Insulation
Comfort
Compact

A couple

2 to 3

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR…

CHOOSE…

S514

Good handling
5,99 m

S697 GA

Storage capacity
6,59 m

A huge thank you to our
customers who share
their adventures!

Join the Chausson
adventure too!
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"

We can go and stay wherever
we like it the most. We love to
explore new and hidden places!
Janine G.
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Fully equipped
compact models
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Solar panel
Exterior awning

170 HP

Automatic gear box

Exclusive
radiator grille
Cab colors
Grey Matter

Alloy wheels

S514

. Specific fabrics
. Panoramic skylight

. Heating using vehicle fuel
used while on the road

.  specific storage
compartments

Full details in the

TECHNICAL BROCHURE
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LOW PROFILES

S514

Bathroom with
swivel partition

S514

Flyscreen door
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S514

Foldable "butterfly" bed to
access storage units or increase
the size of the garage

S697 GA

XL GARAGE

LOW PROFILES

Twin beds which can be folded
to access the storage units

Find these at the back of
the catalogue
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